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!
General!introduction!
!
The"mechanical"properties"of"blood"vessels"are"essential"to"their"physiological"function"
and"an" important"determinant"of" the"cardiovascular"system."The"circulation"depends"
on"the"pumping"action"of"the"heart,"the"impedance"of"large"arteries"and"the"resistance"
of" small" arteries." Large" arteries" such" as" the" aorta" serve" as" a" blood" reservoir"
(windkessel" effect)" with" minimum" flow" resistance," and" stretch" and" recoil" with" the"
changes" in"pressure"that"result" from"the"pumping"action"of"the"heart." "Small"arteries"
and"arterioles,"with"an" internal"diameter"<300"µm," regulate" regional"blood" flow"and"
pressure" by" actively" controlling" their" diameter." The" diameter" of" arteries" can" change"
actively"up"to"70%"to"80%"in"the"smaller"arterioles"and"20%"to"40%"in"the"larger"vessels"
allowing"blood"flow"to"vary"widely"[1,2]."Highly"organized"passive"(extracellular"matrix)"
and" active" (smooth" muscle" cells," SMCs)" tissue" components" of" the" arterial" wall"
determine" the" mechanical" properties" of" blood" vessels." In" addition," the" position,"
orientation"and"interaction"of"these"components"affect"the"performance"of"arteries"in"
both" development" and" disease." Remodeling" of" small" arteries" requires" both" matrix"
remodeling"and"SMC"rearrangement."Remodeling"of"active"components,"indicated"by"a"
shift" in" the" active" strainStension" relation," is" well" identified" in" airway" and" bladder"
smooth" muscle" cells," but" received" less" attention" in" small" arteries." In" this" thesis"
adaptation" of" the" vessel" wall," in" particular" the" interaction" between" smooth" muscle"
cells"and"the"extracellular"matrix"is"investigated"in"small"arteries."
"
Small!artery!anatomy!and!biomechanics!
"
Anatomy!

The"wall"of"arteries"consists"of"three"major"layers."The"tunica"intima"is"the"innermost"
layer," consisting" of" a" single" layer" of" endothelial" cells," a" basement" membrane," subS
endothelial"connective"tissue,"and"a"layer"of"elastic"fibers"(internal"elastic"lamina,"Fig."
1.1)."The"next" layer" is" the" tunica"media,"which"contains" smooth"muscle"cells" (SMCs),"
proteoglycans,"and"relatively"small"amounts"of"collagen"and"elastin."SMCs"are"the"main"
active"component"of"the"vessel"wall."Independent"of"the"artery"diameter,"they"have"a"
spindle"shape"and"constant"length"around"60S100µm"[3,4]" in"normal,"healthy"vessels."
The"number"of"smooth"muscle"cell" layers"varies,"depending"on"the"size"of"the"artery;"
large" arteries" such" as" the" internal" carotid" artery" have" several" layers." The" smallest"
arteries"contain"only"one"layer"of"smooth"muscle"cells."The"outmost"layer"of"the"vessel"
wall" is" the" tunica" adventitia," composed" of" a" thick" layer" of" connective" tissue," which"
harbors"mostly" collagen" fibers," fibroblasts," and"nerve" endings." Small" arteries" include"
less"elastic" fibers" in" the"medial" layer"and"a"very"thin"adventitia"as"compared"to" large"
arteries"[5]."Elastin,"collagen"and"several"other"fibers"and"proteins"connecting"them"are"
considered" the"passive" components" of" vascular"wall." From"a"mechanical" perspective"
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the"arterial"wall" is"proposed" to"consist"of"an"elastic"component"made"up"of"collagen"
and"elastin,"in"parallel"with"and"a"forceSgenerating"component"of"smooth"muscle"(Fig."
1.2).""
"
"

Figure' 1.1:! Electron! microscopy! image! of! a! rat! mesenteric! artery.! The! vessel! was!
isolated,!mounted!on!wire!myograph,! fully! dilated!and! fixated!at! the!equivalence!of!
100mmHg.!
"

Figure' 1.2:! Schematic! drawing! of! a! classic! hookAon! model! consisting! of! a! parallel!
arrangement! of! linear! springs! (elastin! and! collagen)! that! gradually! engage! in! load!
bearing!with!increased!stretch,!and!a!smooth!muscle!cell!(SMC).!!
"
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Extracellular!matrix!and!passive!biomechanical!properties!of!the!vessel!wall!

Extracellular" matrix" components" in" the" vascular" wall" largely" define" the" passive"
nonlinear"mechanical"properties"of"the"vascular"wall."This"is"characterized"by"nonlinear"
stiffening"with" increasing"distension"at" full" vasodilation" (Fig"1.3)."Although"molecular"
structures" and" principles" responsible" for" this" nonlinear" elasticity" are" not" clear," it" is"
explained"by"the"parallel"arrangement"of"extremely"elastic"and"stiff"connective"tissue"
elements" in" the" artery" wall" (Fig" 1.2,1.3)." Different" extracellular" proteins" contribute"
differently" to" overall" wall" mechanics." It" is" well" accepted" that" elastin" dominates"
behavior" at" low" diameters" and" collagen" dominates" behavior" at" high" diameters," and"
determine" the" stiffness" of" blood" vessels" [6]." Elastic" fibers" consist" of" tropoelastin"
molecules" that" are" crossSlinked" and" display" a" remarkable" distensibility." The"
incremental" elastic" modulus" of" elastin" (the" slope" of" stressSstrain" relation)" is" low"
(~0.4MPa)"and"constant"over"a"large"range"of"distensions"(up"to"~300%)[7,8]."Multiple"
collagen" fibrils" form" fibers" of" different" length" that" are" assumed" to" be" organized" in"
parallel,"and"show"a"wavy"pattern"in"the"vascular"wall"[9,10]."Collagen"fibers"are"rigid"
structures" and" display" a" high" linear" elastic"modulus" (~100S1000MPa)." The" nonlinear"
transition" part" of" the" tensionSdiameter" relation" is" generally" explained" by" collagen"
recruitment" [11,12]." The" physiological" pressure" range" appears" to" be" in" that" region"
where"stresses"are"transferred"from"the"distensible"to"the"inextensible"components"of"
the"wall"[13]." "
!

Figure'1.3:! Schematic! tensionAdistension! relation! for! the!passive!vascular!wall.!The!
nonAlinear! transition! part! of! the! distensionAtension! relation! is! represented! by!
recruitment!of!collagen!springs,!raising!vessel!stiffness.!!
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Smooth!muscle!cells!and!active!biomechanical!properties!of!vessel!wall!

Smooth"muscle"cells"(SMCs)"have"a"centrally"located"nucleus"surrounded"by"a"network"
of"parallel"and"serially"arranged"contractile"units."Basic"contractile"units"consist"of"long"
thick"myosin" filaments" and" thin" actin" filaments." SMC" contraction" is" the" result" of" the"
reversible"formation"of"crossSbridges"between"actin"and"myosin"filaments."Contraction"
starts"with"an" increase" in" intracellular"Ca2+" concentration,"which" induces"a"change" in"
the" Ca2+Scalmodulin" (CaM)" complex" conformation." This" complex" subsequently"
activates" the" enzyme" myosin" light" chain" kinase" (MLCK)" [14]." Activation" of" MLCK"
catalyzes" phosphorylation" of" the" two" 20SkDa" regulatory" light" chains" (LC20)" of" the"
myosin" II"motor" protein" [15]" using" ATP." Phosphorylation" of" LC20" allows" the"myosin"
heads"to" interact"with"actin"and"dephosphorylation"changes"the"orientation"of"crossS
bridges" [16]." Dephosphorylation" drives" force" generation" and" attached," nonScycling"
crossSbridges" (latchSbridge)" are" responsible" for" the" high" economy" of" force"
maintenance" in" arteries" [17]." Then," ATP" reattaches" to" the" actomyosin" complex," the"
myosin" head" detaches" from" actin" and" the" cycle" starts" all" over" again" (Fig." 1.4)." This"
simple" phosphorylationSdephosphorylation" reaction" triggers" crossSbridge" cycling" of"
myosin"heads"along" the"actin" filaments"and"shortening"or"contraction"of" the"smooth"
muscle" cell." Diverse" myosin" II" isoforms" regulate" the" contractile" behaviors" of"
actomyosin" complex." The" speed" of" the" crossSbridge" cycle" depends" on" the" ATPSADP"
affinity" for"myosin" II" isoforms." There" are"more" than" 15" different"myosin" II" isoforms"
depending"on"the"diversity"of"myosin"II"heavy"chain"[18]."NonSmuscle"myosin"II"B"is"a"
wellSknown" isoform," which" is" also" activated" by" phosphorylation" of" LC20" similar" to"
smooth" muscleSmyosin" II" [19]." NonSmuscle" myosin" II" B" releases" ADP" slower," and"
therefore" effects" crossSbridge" detachment" and" changes" the" speed" of" crossSbridge"
cycling"[20]."Alterations"in"this"cycle"(Fig."1.4),"energy"and"contractile"features"of"SMCs"
will"produce"changes"in"mechanical"properties"of"smooth"muscle."

"
Figure'1.4:!Schematic!crossAbridge!cycle.!ADP!affinity!of!nonAmuscle!myosin!II!B!is!more!
than!muscle!myosin."
"
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SMC" contraction" also" depends" on" the" number" and" cellular" organization" of"

myosin"and"actin"filaments."Actin"filaments"are"arranged"in"parallel"or" in"series."They"

are" attached" to" the" plasma"membrane," nuclear" envelope" or" cytoplasmic" structures,"

known"as"dense"bodies"and"transfer"force"continuously"without"deforming"[21]."Active"

force"is"proportional"to"the"number"of"crossSbridges."Thus,"greater"overlap"of"filaments"

generates"more" active" tension." This" overlap" is" length" dependent," and" thus" changes"

with"radial"distension"in"arteries"(Fig."1.5B)."Maximal"active"tension"gradually"increases"

at" larger" distension," generally" reaches" a" peak" at" a" distension" just" below" the" artery"

diameter" at" 100"mmHg" and" decreases" at" further" distensions." The" diameter" at" peak"

tension"is"known"as"the"optimum"diameter"for"active"tension"(Dopt)."This"diameter"is"a"

relatively" constant" fraction" of" the" passive" diameter" over" many" orders" in" size" in"

arteries,"and"maintained"during"growth"and"development"[22].""

"

Small!artery!matrix!remodeling!and!SMC!plasticity!
"

Small" arteries"have"a" “plastic”"nature,"which"means" that" their" shape" changes"by" the"

application"of"forces"and"that"their"new"shape"may"(partially)"retain"upon"removal"of"

such" forces." These"alterations"occur" in" response" to" longSterm"changes" in"mechanical"

and"hemodynamic"stimuli."Changes"in"vascular"SMC"contraction"in"response"to"stimuli"

such" as" flow" [23]" or" pressure" [24]," but" also" in" response" to" hormonal," neuronal" and"

metabolic" stimuli" could" lead" to" such" reorganization" of" SMCs" and" the" extracellular"

matrix."This"dynamic"reorganization,"for"example"when"SMCs"adapt"their"position"with"

in" the" vascular" wall," allows" control" of" wall" stress" by" mechanisms" other" than" active"

contraction"[25]."The"overall"process"(both"SMC"plasticity"and"matrix"remodeling)"may"

contribute"to"the"control"of"tissue"blood"flow"both"acutely"and"chronically."

The" term" arterial" remodeling" commonly" refers" to" an" adaptation" of" vascular"

wall" thickness" and/or" luminal" diameter." This" may" result" in" a" change" in" the" wall" to"

lumen"ratio,"wherein"cellular"growth"often"takes"part"[26,27,28]."However,"at"the"basis"

of"the"remodeling"response"a"change"in"the"characteristics"of"the"passive"components"

of" the" vessel" wall" can" also" be" found." Thus," vascular" remodeling" is" revealed" by"

alterations" in"mechanical" characteristics"and"generally"determined"by"changes" in" the"

diameter" tension" relation" (Fig"1.5A)[6,26]," pressureSdiameter" relation" [24,29,30]," the"

diameter"at"100mmHg"(D100)[31,32],"incremental"elastic"modulus"or"distensibility"[33]"

under"complete"vasodilation.""

SMC" plasticity" (contractile" plasticity)" can" be" defined" as" a" shift" in" the" active"

diameter" tension" relation" (Fig." 1.5B," blue" line)." The" shape" of" this" relation" is" a"

representation"of"the"amount,"length"and"organization"of"contractile"SMCs,"which"are"

also"regulated"(adapted)"during"remodeling"[34,35]."SMC"plasticity"is"more"extensively"

studied" on" airway" and" bladder" SMCs" [36,37]." Indeed," changes" of" contractile" and"

cytoskeletal" elements," regulation" of" SMC" length" or" position" causes" a" shift" in" this"
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relation"[35,37,38]."Yet,"little"is"known"on"vascular"SMC"plasticity,"its"possible"role"and"
consequences"on"vascular"function"in"health"and"diseases.""
"

Figure'1.5:!The!passive!and!active!diameterAtension!relations!reflect!the!contributions!
of! the! major! components! of! the! vascular! wall.! A! change! in! these! curves! indicated!
vascular!remodeling.!(A)!Leftward!shift!of!passive!diameter!tension!curve.!(B)!Leftward!
shift!of!active!diameter!tension!curve.!
"
Small!artery!remodeling!in!the!development!of!pathology!
"
Remodeling"of"small"arteries"is"associated"with"several"vascular"pathological"conditions"
such"as"hypertension,"myocardial"infarctions,"stroke"and"cerebral"hemorrhages."
"
Hypertension!

Chronic" hypertension" is" associated" with" increased" vascular" resistance" due" to" a"
structural"reduction"in"lumen"diameter"of"small"arteries"without"a"loss"or"gain"of"wall"
area"(eutrophic"inward"remodeling)[27,28]."Inward"remodeling"is"suggested"to"depend"
on"active"vasoconstriction,"in"which"the"myogenic"response"may"play"a"role"[39,40]."In"
time,"active"vasoconstriction"can"lead"to"remodeling"[41,42]."Importantly,"only"a"small"
decrease"in"lumen"diameter"generates"a"large"loss"in"tissue"perfusion"capacity."While"
inward"remodeling" is"a"process" that"normalizes"wall" stress" in"hypertension,"and" thus"
can" be" seen" as" an" adaptation" to" a" chronically" increased" pressure," it" may" also"
contribute" to" pathology" by" the" loss" of" flow" reserve" [43]" and" possibly" ischemia" [44]."
Moreover,"inward"small"artery"remodeling"is"a"predictor"for"later"cardiovascular"events"
such" as" strokes" and" myocardial" infarctions" [45]" and" a" risk" factor" for" cardiovascular"
disease"[46,47].""
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Flow!related!remodeling!!

Acute"changes" in"blood"flow"alter"vascular"tone"while"chronic"changes"trigger" inward"
or"outward"remodeling"to"normalize"shear"stress" in"various"vascular"beds" [34,48,49]."
Inward" hypotrophic" remodeling" is" associated" with" chronically" decreased" blood" flow"
and"outward"hypertrophic"remodeling"is"response"to"chronically"increased"blood"flow"
[50]." Thus," a" chronic" increase" in" flow" would" lead" to" increased" shear" stress" and"
vasodilation" followed" by" outward" remodeling" in" the" long" term." Flow" related"
remodeling" is" involved" in" several" physiological" events," including" normal" artery"
development,"remodeling"of"skeletal"muscle"arteries"during"exercise"[51]"and"adaptive"
arteriogenesis," where" ligation" of" a" main" artery" leads" to" outward" remodeling" of"
collateral"arteries"[48,52]."However,"flow"alterations"may"also"lead"to"pathology;"local"
blood" flow" reduction" resulting" from" proximal" stenosis" [53]" may" cause" inward"
remodeling"of"small"arteries,"possibly"contributing"to"heart"failure,"kidney"dysfunction"
and"other"target"organ"damage"[54]."
"
Cerebral!vasospasm!

Cerebral" vasospasm" is" a" delayed" narrowing" of" conduit" cerebral" arteries" following"
subarachnoid" hemorrhage" (SAH)." Pathological" mechanisms" underlying" delayed"
cerebral"ischemia"are"unclear"and"the"role"of"large"artery"vasospasm"is"still"subject"of"
discussion,"besides"other"mechanisms"including"early"brain"injury"and"microthrombosis"
[55]."Cerebral"angiographic"data"have"confirmed"that"vasospasm"appears"in"up"to"70%"
of" surviving" patients" following" the" initial" subarachnoid" bleeding" [56,57]." Thus,"
possibilities" to" interfere" with" cerebral" artery" narrowing" are" worthwhile" to" address."
Increased"capacity"for"force"generation"specifically"at"very"low"distensions"may"greatly"
influence" the" minimum" luminal" diameter" during" vasospasm." A" constrictionSinduced"
inward" remodeling" could"be" aggravated"by"VSMC"plasticity" at" low"distensions." Thus,"
impaired" vasodilation," due" to" e.g." endothelial" dysfunction," in" addition" to" a" vicious"
circle" of" constriction" and" VSMC" plasticity" at" a" small" diameter" may" lead" to" vessel"
closure." In"support"of"this,"Kim"et"al." found"decreased"distensibility"of"basilar"arteries"
at" low" strain" during" full" relaxation," an" indication" of" matrix" remodeling" in" a" canine"
double"hemorrhage"model."In"addition"they"showed"a"shift"of"the"contractile"response"
to"UTP"to"lower"diameters"in"vessels"harvested"after"8"days."Similarly,"the"involvement"
of"SMC"length"adaptation"has"been"shown"for"airway"smooth"muscle"in"asthma[58]."
"
Outline!of!the!Thesis!
"
Remodeling" of" the" vascular" wall" occurs" in" several" cardiovascular" pathologies." A"
structural"change" in"diameter"necessarily" involves" reorganization" in"both"cellular"and"
extracellular" matrix" components." The" significance" of" matrix" remodeling" in" vascular"
pathologies"is"well"appreciated,"while"plasticity"of"VSMCs"received"less"attention."The"
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aim" of" this" thesis" is" to" investigate" how" small" arteries" maintain" their" stability" and"
functionality,"from"a"biomechanical"perspective,"during"physiological"and"pathological"
remodeling." We" propose" that" VSMC" plasticity" is" an" important" process" in" inward"
remodeling" of" small" arteries." We" review" in" Chapter! 2! the" current" progress" on"
contractile"plasticity"of"airway"and"bladder"SMCs."In"addition,"the"possible"contribution"
of" VSMC" plasticity" to" longSterm" control" of" vascular" diameter" and" function" are"
discussed.""

Results"of"both"biochemical"[59,60],"as"well"as"mechanical"[61,62,63]"studies"
have" implicated" nonSmuscle" myosin" IIB" (NMIIB)" in" force" maintenance" by" smooth"
muscle"cells."We"hypothesized"that"a"decrease"in"the"expression"of"NMIIB"will"produce"
changes" in"overall"crossSbridge"cycling"rate"and"the"mechanical"properties"of"smooth"
muscle."To"investigate"this"hypothesis,"the"relation"between"stiffness"and"frequency"of"
small" length" oscillations" were" examined." Results" from" this" study" are" presented" in"
Chapter!3."

Direct" interaction" between" smooth" muscle" cells" and" collagen" matrices" are"
studied"in"Chapter!4."We"investigated"whether"individual"vascular"smooth"muscle"cells"
(SMCs)," clusters" and"monolayers" remodel" collagen"matrices." In" addition,"we" focused"
on" the" contribution" of" Transglutaminase" 2" (TG2)," which" previous" research" from" our"
group"revealed"to"be"important"for"inward"remodeling"of"small"arteries"[64].""

In"Chapter!5,"we"aimed"to"study"to"what"extent"and"under"which"conditions"
VSMC"plasticity"occurs."Rat"mesenteric"arteries"were"mounted"in"isometric"myographs."
Active"diameterStension"relations"were"determined"after"application"of"several"stimuli"
including" endothelinS1," U46619," superoxide" dismutase" and" catalase," inflammatory"
cytokines"(TNFSα,"ILS1β,"IFNSγ),"TGFSβ,"or"serum."Vessels"were"stimulated"for"16"or"40"
hours"at"40%"or"110%"of"the"passive"diameter"at"100mmHg."Moreover,"we"expected"
SMC" length" alterations" due" to" shifts" in" active" diameterStension." Therefore," we" also"
measured"SMC"length.""

In"a"subsequent"study,"presented" in"Chapter!6,"we"focused"on"the"temporal"
relationship"between"active"and"passive"diameterStension"relations"to"understand"the"
link" between" contractile" plasticity" and" matrix" remodeling" in" small" arteries." " Rat"
mesenteric" arteries" were" subjected" to" 1" or" 3" days" of" altered" flow" or" acute"
interventions" on" matrix" structure;" crossSlinking" by" TG2" and" matrix" digestion" by"
elastase.""

Smooth"muscle"plasticity"may"be"relevant"in"especially"extreme"cases"such"as"
in" vasospasm" of" cerebral" arteries" following" subarachnoid" hemorrhage" (SAH)." We"
suggest" in" Chapter! 7" that" vasospasm" after" SAH" is" not" simply" vasoconstriction" but"
rather" a" combination" of" an" onSgoing" contractile" plasticity" and" remodeling" of" the"
vascular"wall."We"additionally"tested"whether"TG2"inhibition"prevents"these"changes."
Therefore," rodent" cerebral" arteries"were" incubated"with" blood" in" an" in! vitro! culture"
system." In" addition," an" in! vivo" SAH"model" was" applied" to"mice" (2" days)" and" rats" (3"
days),"to"test"active"or"passive"biomechanical"properties.!
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Small" arteries" must" be" able" to" adjust" their" caliber" to" short" and" long" term"
changes" in" physiological" hemodynamic" conditions" (i.e." flow," pressure)." To" further"
investigate" the" complex" regulation" of" vascular" caliber" and" wall" properties," we"
developed" a" simulation" model." The" model" includes" biomechanics" of" a" small" artery"
subjected" to"pressure" and" flow"and" four" biological" adaptation"processes:" " control" of"
vascular" tone," smooth"muscle" cell" length"adaptation," remodeling"of" the"extracellular"
matrix," and" growth" responses" of" the" vascular" wall." The" results" from" this"model" are"
presented"in"Chapter!8."

Finally,"Chapter!9!presents"a"general"discussion"and"conclusion"of"the"results"
as"described"in"this"thesis,"as"well"as"some"recommendations"and"perspectives"for"the"
future."

"
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